
Centre ior Political
Research
and Information, Greece

The Centre for Political Research and
Information (CPRI) was founded in 1975
in Athens by a small group of business
and political leaders concemed about
public policy issues. Its original aims
remain unchanged, i.e., the propsortion
of the fundamental principles of a
pluralist democratic and open society;
the strengthening of liberal values,
individual initiatives and the tenets of a
free market economy; the study and
research of contemporary, social,
political and economic phenomena.

Aside from a number of monographs
published by CPRI, in the middle of
1977 the Institute launched Epikentra, a
bimonthly journal of political and
economic thought. Epikentra was de-
scribed by the well-known centre-left
weekly Oikonomikos Tahydromos as
'holding radical liberal and monetarist
views' and 'the sole respected theoret-
ical forum of Greek conservative
forces'. The CPHI has just translated
and published V. I. Bukovsky's The
USSR and the Peace Movement, and
F. A. Hayek's The Road to Serfdom will
be his first book to appiear in Greek.

The CPRI has sponsored various
studies on social, economic, and pol-
itical issues. In 1980 we published a
book which presented the first supply-
side approach in dealing with Greek
economic problems and caused quite a
stir. In 1981, in a critique of the electoral
platforms of the major parties, the CPRI
presented its own alternative views on
Greek society. The CPRI has also done
extensive electoral research and pub-
lished many studies on Greek electoral
behaviour. Some of the conclusions of
these studies have been quoted in for-
eicfn publications like The Economist
and The Wall Street Journal.

In an effort to draw the Greek
public's attention to traditional liberal
ideas the CPRI has organised numer-
ous seniinars, lectures - with both
Greek and foreign spseakers, debates,
etc. Two of its international con-
ferences on 'Neo-libercdism' and the
'French and Greek Socialist Experi-
ment' received widespread attention in
Greece, the second attended by more
than 1,200. The pxipers of the first con-
ference were published in book form
and were translated into three
languages.

The CPRI has gradually grown from
its first days. It now has four full-time
researchers, a large number of re-
search associates, a four-member
administrative staff, and a unique (by
Greek standards) library and docu-
mentation centre. Its President is Mr
Phaedon Stratos, an economist and
businessman, who replaced Mr Timo
Louys, CPPU's first President (1975-
1981). Its Director is John C. Loulis, a

Ph.D. in Political Science from
Cambridge University.

John Loulis,
Director

The Australian Institute
for Public Policy,
Western Australia

The Australian Institute for Public
Policy began in Western Australia in
October 1983 to foster understanding
and appreciation of a freer society,
smaller govemment and deregulation
of markets.

It was the success of overseas Insti-
tutes such as the EA, Fraser, Heritage
and Adam Smith in influencing public
opinion that convinced John Hyde, my
husband, of the call for a similar
organisation in Western Australia.
After nine years as a backbencher in
Federal Parliament with a Liberal
pxarty that too often mouthed liberal
principles and practised collectivism,
John became aware that Governments
tended to follow rather than lead
public opinion.

The Institute has eight Directors -
John is the Executive Director; five
Academic Advisors, a part-time
secretary and me. Our publications to
date are: four newsletters, three issues
of quarterly comparisons of public and
private sector inflation. Cutting the
Deficit (our version of the national
budget), and a study of Australia's
appallingly inefficient coastal shipping.

We have in train studies on grain
handling, industrial relations, markets
in medicine, the Australian labour
market and ways of cutting state
goverrunent spending. John has a reg-
ular slot on a broadcasting station talk-
ing on economics and diverse matters,
and he writes a weekly column for the
Australian Financial Review and a
fortnightly column in a provincial
Sunday newspaper. The Institute is
collecting a reference library heavily,
biased towards economics and politics.

There is every evidence that the
Australian economy is performing
badly. In 1958 we were the fifth wealth-
iest OECD nation; now we are six-
teenth to twentieth, a trend that would
see us the pxxDr relation of South East
Asia before very long.

The Institute is funded by private
donation and is indepsendent of all pol-
itical pxirties and spjecial interest
groups. Its ability to do well will, like its
illustrious archetypes, be its ability to
produce readable, intellectually rigor-
ous argument. It sees itself building a
constituency for the long term and
general good.

Helen Hyde

Ix^tituto de Economia
de Mercado, Spain
In Spain, we have been suffering from
the drawbacks of a heavily protectionist
policy for a long time now. Further-
more, massive state intervention
impaired oxxr economy in the pxist
almost to the point of collapse, and
burdens it still through the highly
distorted allocation of resources.

This danger lead a group of scholars
concemed with the fate of market
economy and liberalism in Spxain to
establish an institute committed to the
active intellectual defence of the princi-
ples of economic freedom. Thus the
Instituto de Economia de Mercado, a
non-profit, non-political institute was
set up in Madrid to propagate free-
market and liberal ideas in general. In
a country where, after years of interven-
tion, acquiescence to it by both the
layman and influential people has
developed, it has become increasingly
important that qualified speakers state
convincingly the case for the liberalisa-
tion of the economy that could allow
market forces to work freely.

In 1982 a socialist govemment was
voted into office and now the liberalisa-
tion of economy (initiated some years
ago) is on the retreat. This development
prompted us to further our efforts to
persuade Spxiniards to believe in the
advantages of a free-market economy.

Our main activities consist of the
publication of books, pamphlets and
working papers on several fields of
economic research and the sponsoring
of seminars and conferences on issues
related to the implementation of liberal
policies. Besides, we maintain active
contact with similar institutions all
around the world and have in use a
library to provide our friends and
supporters with up-to-date information
on economic problems and on initia-
tives to counteract the intervention of
state in the economy everywhere.

Francisco Cabrillo,
Director

economic
ciffairs
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